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Critical Issues in Language Teaching with 3-12 year olds
Edited by Janice Bland
“This volume presents a fascinating and important collection of chapters which lay a valuable
foundation for anyone interested in learning more about the unique and growing context of
language learning and teaching in young learners.” Victoria A. Murphy, Lecturer in Applied
Linguistics, Department of Education, University of Oxford, UK
“An excellent collection of research in teaching English to young learners. I strongly recommend
this book to educators, researchers, and students.” Yuko Goto Butler, Associate Professor and
Director of TESOL Program, Graduate School of Education, University of Pennsylvania, USA
“As the need for research-based publications in teaching English to young learners becomes ever stronger, this book could not be
more timely (...) Highly recommended.” Sue Garton, Director of Postgraduate Programmes in English School of Languages and
Social Sciences, Aston University, UK

September 2015 – 9781472588562 – paperback – 288pp – £24.99 £19.99

Children’s Literature and Learner Empowerment
Children and Teenagers in English Language Education
By Janice Bland
“This is a comprehensive, innovative and thematically coherent book which provides powerful
arguments for engaging with a wide variety of genres within children’s and young adult literature …
A worthwhile contribution to modern EFL teaching methodology.” Maria Eisenmann,
Anglistik: International Journal of English Studies

January 2015 – 9781474218351 – paperback – 344pp – £23.99 £19.19

Children’s Literature in Second Language Education
Edited by Janice Bland and Christiane Lütge
“Children’s Literature in Second Language Education is perfect reading material for older and new
generation readers because it offers practical examples they can transfer into their classrooms
… Interesting and motivating.” Petra Bes, Libri et Liberi journal

June 2014 – 9781472576279 – paperback – 224pp – £24.99 £19.99
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